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“A young girl with a checkered past and a mysterious magic power is drafted into a mission to save her
kingdom…a fun, well-crafted story that fantasy readers should enjoy. The conclusion is open-ended enough
to suggest at least one sequel; let’s hope Johanson delivers. An engaging, compulsively readable fantasy.” —
Kirkus Reviews

Rose Ula is on the run from her past and anyone who might know her. She wants nothing more than to
disappear and live a simple life but when a dying King's messenger begs her to complete his mission she
cannot turn away. Now she must make the dangerous journey to the castle and face capture to get the
information to the King. Someone seeks to overthrow the King. Rose must rely on her determination,
tenacity, and the very shadow magic she'd hoped to leave in her past; magic most have never seen before.

It soon becomes clear her King's life is not the only thing in danger as Rose finds herself torn between her
desire to run and her desire to help her King; the unassuming man who is inspiring something in Rose that is
more dangerous than anything else she can think of...trust. Something about this King has Rose lowering the
guards she's had all her life, telling him secrets no one knows.

Her voyage unfolds into a battle of life and death. Rose must struggle with her own demons and fears to
realize who she is and more importantly, to accept who she is. Ancient secrets long forgotten and old magics
never known to exist come into play and soon Rose finds herself reliving an ancient conflict long thought
gone. The safety of her King and kingdom are at risk; war looms around the corner if she fails. Can Rose
face the past that haunts her to gain a future that includes friends, family, and possibly love? Or, will Rose
become consumed by the shadows that would claim her?
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From reader reviews:

Kenneth Grimes:

What do you think about book? It is just for students because they're still students or this for all people in the
world, the actual best subject for that? Only you can be answered for that problem above. Every person has
distinct personality and hobby for every other. Don't to be obligated someone or something that they don't
would like do that. You must know how great as well as important the book Shadow's Voice. All type of
book can you see on many methods. You can look for the internet sources or other social media.

Terry Crabtree:

Does one one of the book lovers? If yes, do you ever feeling doubt if you find yourself in the book store?
Attempt to pick one book that you just dont know the inside because don't assess book by its handle may
doesn't work at this point is difficult job because you are frightened that the inside maybe not seeing that
fantastic as in the outside appearance likes. Maybe you answer might be Shadow's Voice why because the
great cover that make you consider with regards to the content will not disappoint an individual. The inside
or content is usually fantastic as the outside or maybe cover. Your reading sixth sense will directly make
suggestions to pick up this book.

Louis Chavez:

Reading a book being new life style in this 12 months; every people loves to examine a book. When you
examine a book you can get a wide range of benefit. When you read textbooks, you can improve your
knowledge, simply because book has a lot of information in it. The information that you will get depend on
what forms of book that you have read. If you wish to get information about your analysis, you can read
education books, but if you act like you want to entertain yourself read a fiction books, such us novel,
comics, along with soon. The Shadow's Voice offer you a new experience in examining a book.

Wanda Hardin:

You are able to spend your free time to read this book this e-book. This Shadow's Voice is simple to deliver
you can read it in the park your car, in the beach, train and soon. If you did not have much space to bring the
particular printed book, you can buy the e-book. It is make you easier to read it. You can save typically the
book in your smart phone. Consequently there are a lot of benefits that you will get when you buy this book.
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